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Abstract. A may-happen-in-parallel (MHP) analysis computes pairs of
program points that may execute in parallel across different distributed
components. This information has been proven to be essential to infer
both safety properties (e.g., deadlock freedom) and liveness properties
(e.g., termination and resource boundedness) of asynchronous programs.
Existing MHP analyses take advantage of the synchronization points to
learn that one task has finished and thus will not happen in parallel with
other tasks that are still active. Our starting point is an existing MHP
analysis developed for intra-procedural synchronization, i.e., it only allows synchronizing with tasks that have been spawned inside the current
task. This paper leverages such MHP analysis to handle inter-procedural
synchronization, i.e., a task spawned by one task can be awaited within
a different task. This is challenging because task synchronization goes
beyond the boundaries of methods, and thus the inference of MHP relations requires novel extensions to capture inter-procedural dependencies.
The analysis has been implemented and it can be tried online.
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Introduction

In order to improve program performance and responsiveness, many modern
programming languages and libraries promote an asynchronous programming
model, in which asynchronous tasks can execute concurrently with their caller
tasks, and their callers can explicitly wait for their completion. Our analysis is
formalized for an abstract model that includes procedures, asynchronous calls,
and future variables for synchronization [8, 7]. In this model, a method call m
on some parameters x, written as f=m(x), spawns an asynchronous task. Here, f
is a future variable which allows synchronizing with the termination of the task
executing m. The instruction await f? allows checking whether m has finished,
and blocks the execution of the current task if m is still running. As concurrentlyexecuting tasks interleave their accesses to shared memory, asynchronous programs are prone to concurrency-related errors [6]. Automatically proving safety
and liveness properties still remains a challenging endeavor today.
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MHP is an analysis of utmost importance to ensure both liveness and safety
properties of concurrent programs. The analysis computes MHP pairs, which are
pairs of program points whose execution might happen in parallel across different distributed components. In this fragment of code f=m(..) ;...; await f ?; the
execution of the instructions of the asynchronous task m may happen in parallel with the instructions between the asynchronous call and the await. However,
due to the await instruction, the MHP analysis is able to ensure that they will
not run in parallel with the instructions after the await. This piece of information is fundamental to prove more complex properties: in [9], MHP pairs are
used to discard unfeasible deadlock cycles; in [4], the use of MHP pairs allows
proving termination and inferring the resource consumption of loops with concurrent interleavings. As a simple example, consider a procedure g that contains
as unique instruction y=−1, where y is a global variable. The following loop
y=1; while( i >0){i=i−y;} might not terminate if g runs in parallel with it, since g
can modify y to a negative value and the loop counter will keep on increasing.
However, if we can guarantee that g will not run in parallel with this code, we
can ensure termination and resource-boundedness for the loop.
This paper leverages an existing MHP analysis [3] developed for intra-procedural synchronization to the more general setting of inter-procedural synchronization. This is a fundamental extension because it allows synchronizing with
the termination of a task outside the scope in which the task is spawned, as it is
available in most concurrent languages. In the above example, if task g is awaited
outside the boundary of the method that has spawned it, the analysis of [3] assumes that it may run in parallel with the loop and hence it fails to prove
termination and resource boundedness. The enhancement to inter-procedural
synchronization requires the following relevant extensions to the analysis:
1. Must-have-finished analysis (MHF): the development of a novel MHF analysis which infers inter-procedural dependencies among the tasks. Such dependencies allow us to determine that, when a task finishes, those that are
awaited for on it must have finished as well. The analysis is based on using Boolean logic to represent abstract states and simulate corresponding
operations. The key contribution is the use of logical implication to delay
the incorporation of procedure summaries until synchronization points are
reached. This addresses a challenge in the analysis of asynchronous programs.
2. Local MHP phase: the integration of the above MHF information in the
local phase of the original MHP analysis in which methods are analyzed
locally, i.e., without taking indirect calls into account. This will require the
use of richer analysis information in order to consider the inter-procedural
dependencies inferred in point 1 above.
3. Global MHP phase: the refinement of the global phase of the MHP analysis
–where the information of the local MHP analysis in point 2 is composed– in
order to eliminate spurious MHP pairs which appear when inter-procedural
dependencies are not tracked. This will require to refine the way in which
MHP pairs are computed.
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We have implemented our approach in SACO [2], a static analyzer for concurrent objects which is able to infer the aforementioned liveness and safety properties. The system can be used online at http://costa.ls.fi.upm.es/saco/web,
where the examples used in the paper are also available.
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Language

Our analysis is formalized for an abstract model that includes procedures, asynchronous calls, and future variables [8, 7]. It also includes conditional and loop
constructs, however, conditions in these constructs are simply non-deterministic
choices. Developing the analysis at such abstract level is convenient [11], since
the actual computations are simply ignored in the analysis and what is actually
tracked is the control flow that originates from asynchronously calling methods
and synchronizing with their termination. Our implementation, however, is done
for the full concurrent object-oriented language ABS [10] (see Sec. 6).
A program P is a set of methods that adhere to the following grammar:
M ::= m(x̄) {s}
s ::=  | b; s
b ::= if (∗) then s1 else s2 | while (∗) do s | y = m(x̄) | await x? | skip
Here all variables are future variables, which are used to synchronize with the
termination of the called methods. Those future variables that are used in a
method but are not in its parameters are the local future variables of the method
(thus we do not need any special instruction for declaring them). In loops and
conditions, the symbol ∗ stands for non-deterministic choice (true or false).
The instruction y = m(x̄) creates a new task which executes method m, and
binds the future variable y with this new task so we can synchronize with its
termination later. Inter-procedural synchronization is realized in the language by
passing future variables as parameters, since the method that receives the future
variable can await for the termination of the associated task (created outside its
scope). For simplifying the presentation, we assume that method parameters are
not modified inside each method. For a method m, we let Pm be the set of its
parameters, Lm the set of its local variables, and Vm = Pm ∪ Lm .
The instruction await x? blocks the execution of the current task until the
task associated with x terminates. Instruction skip has no effect, it is simply
used when abstracting from a richer language, e.g., ABS in our case, to abstract
instructions such as assignments. Programs should include a method main from
which the execution (and the analysis) starts. We assume that instructions are
labeled with unique identifiers that we call program points. For if and while the
identifier refers to the corresponding condition. We also assume that each method
has an exit program point `m . We let ppoints(m) and ppoints(P ) be the sets
of program points of method m and program P , resp., I` be the instruction at
program point `, and pre(`) be the set of program points preceding `.
Next we define a formal (interleaving) operational semantics for our language.
A task is of the form tsk(tid , l, s) where tid is a unique identifier, l is a mapping
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(skip)
(if)

tsk(tid , l, skip; s) ; tsk(tid , l, s)
b ≡ if (∗) then s1 else s2 , set s0 non-deterministically to s1 ; s or s2 ; s
tsk(tid , l, b; s) ; tsk(tid , l, s0 )

(loop)

b ≡ while (∗) do s1 , set s0 non-deterministically to s1 ; b; s or s
tsk(tid , l, b; s) ; tsk(tid , l, s0 )

(call)

z̄ are the formal parameters of m, tid 0 is a fresh id, l0 = {zi 7→ l(xi )}
tsk(tid , l, y = m(x̄); s) ; tsk(tid , l[y 7→ tid 0 ], s), tsk(tid 0 , l0 , body(m))

(await)

l(x) = tid 0
tsk(tid , l, await x?; s), tsk(tid 0 , l0 , ) ; tsk(tid , l, s), tsk(tid 0 , l0 , )

Fig. 1. Derivation Rules

from local variables and parameters to task identifiers, and s is a sequence of instructions. Local futures are initialized to the special value ⊥ which is the default
value for future variable (i.e., ⊥ like null for reference variables in Java). A state
S is a set of tasks that are executing in parallel. From a state S we can reach a
state S 0 in one execution step, denoted S ; S 0 , if S can be rewritten using one
of the derivation rules of Fig. 1 as follows: if the conclusion of the rule is A ; B
such that A ⊆ S and the premise holds, then S 0 = (S \ A) ∪ B. The meaning of
the derivation rules is quite straightforward: (skip) advances the execution of
the corresponding task to the next instruction; (if) nondeterministically chooses
between one of the branches; (loop) nondeterministically chooses between executing the loop body or advancing to the instruction after the loop; (call)
creates a new task with a fresh identifier tid 0 , initializes the formal parameters z̄
of m to those of the actual parameters x̄, sets future variable y in the calling task
to tid 0 , so one can synchronize with its termination later (other local futures of
m are assumed to have the special value ⊥); and (await) advances to the next
instruction if the task associated to x has terminated already. Note that when a
task terminates, it does not disappear from the state but rather its sequence of
instructions remains empty.
An execution is a sequence of states S0 ; S1 ; · · · ; Sn , sometimes denoted
as S0 ;∗ Sn , where S0 = {tsk(0, l, body(main))} is an initial state which includes
a single task that corresponds to method main, and l is an empty mapping. At
each step there might be several ways to move to the next state depending on
the task selected, and thus executions are nondeterministic.
In what follows, given a task tsk(tid , l, s), we let pp(s) be the program point
of the first instruction in s. When s is an empty sequence, pp(s) refers to the
exit program point of the corresponding method. Given a state S, we define its
set of MHP pairs, i.e., the set of program points that execute in parallel in S, as
E(S) = {(pp(s1 ), pp(s2 )) | tsk(tid 1 , l1 , s1 ), tsk(tid 2 , l2 , s2 ) ∈ S, tid 1 6= tid 2 }. The
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set of MHP pairs for a program P is then defined as the set of MHP pairs of all
reachable states, namely EP = ∪{E(Sn ) | S0 ;∗ Sn }.
Example 1. Fig. 2 shows some examples in our language, where m1 , m2 and m3
are main methods. The following are some steps in a possible derivation for m2 :
S0
S2
S3
S4

≡ tsk(0, ∅, body(m2 )) ;∗ S1 ≡ tsk(0, [x 7→ 1], {16, . . .}), tsk(1, ∅, body(f)) ;∗
≡ tsk(0, [x 7→ 1, z 7→ 2], {18, . . .}), tsk(1, ∅, body(f)), tsk(2, [w 7→ 1], body(g)) ;∗
≡ tsk(0, [x 7→ 1, z 7→ 2], {19, . . .}), tsk(1, ∅, ), tsk(2, [w 7→ 1], body(g)) ;∗
≡ tsk(0, [x 7→ 1, z 7→ 2], {20, . . .}), tsk(1, ∅, ), tsk(2, [w 7→ 1], ) ; . . .

In S1 we execute until the asynchronous call to f which creates a new task
identified as 1 and binds x to this new task. In S2 we have executed the skip
and the asynchronous invocation to g that adds in the new task the binding of
the formal parameter w to the task identified as 1. In S3 we proceed with the
execution of the instructions in m2 until reaching the await that blocks this task
until g terminates. Also, in S3 we have executed entirely f (denoted by ). S4
proceeds with the execution of g whose await can be executed since task 1 is
at its exit point . We have the following MHP pairs in this fragment of the
derivation, among many others: from S1 we have (16,35) that captures that the
first instruction of f executes in parallel with the instruction 16 of m2, from S2
we have (18,35) and (18,38). The important point is that we have no pair (20,35)
since when the await at L19 executes at S4 , it is guaranteed that f has finished.
This is due to the inter-procedural dependency at L39 of g where the task f is
awaited: variable x is passed as argument to g, which allows g to synchronize
with the termination of f at L39 even if f was called in a different method.

3

An Informal Account of our Method

In this section, we provide an overview of our method by explaining the analysis
of m2 . Our goal is to infer precise MHP information that describes, among others,
the following representative cases: (1) any program point of g cannot run in
parallel with L20, because at L19 method m2 awaits for g to terminate; (2) L35
cannot run in parallel with L20, since when waiting for the termination of g at
L19 we know that f must-have-finished as well due to the dependency relation
that arises when m2 implicitly waits for the termination of f ; and (3) L35 cannot
run in parallel with L40, because f must-have-finished due to the synchronization
on the local future variable w at L39 that refers to future variable x of m2 .
Let us first informally explain which MHP information the analysis of [3] is
able to infer for m2 , and identify the reasons why it fails to infer some of the
desired information. The analysis of [3] is carried out in two phases: (1) each
method is analyzed separately to infer local MHP information; and (2) the local
information is used to construct a global MHP graph from which MHP pairs are
extracted by checking reachability conditions among the nodes.
The local analysis infers, for each program point, a multiset of MHP atoms
where each atom describes a task that might be executing in parallel when
5
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

m1 () {
x=f();
z=q();
skip
if (∗) then
w=g(x);
skip ;
else
w=k(x,z);
skip ;
await w?;
}

G3 27

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

m2 () {
skip ;
x=f();
skip ;
z=g(x);
skip ;
await z?;
skip ;
}

25
26
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28
29
30
31
32

34

23

35

24

36

f () {
skip ;
}

38
39
40
41

g(w) {
skip ;
await w?
skip ;
}

43
44

47
48

G1

h(a,b) {
skip ;
z=g(a);
skip ;
await z?;
}
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q() {
skip ;
}
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m̂3
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k(a,b) {
skip ;
await a?;
skip ;
await b?;
skip ;
}
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]
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50
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36
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m3 () {
z=f();
while (∗)
x=q();
w=h(x,z);
await w?;
skip ;
}
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38
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Fig. 2. (TOP) Examples for MHP analysis (m1 , m2 , m3 are main methods). (BOTTOM) MHP graph Gi corresponds to analyzing mi , and G0 to analyzing m2 as in [3].
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reaching that program point, but only considering tasks that have been invoked
directly in the analyzed method. An atom of the form x:m̃ indicates that there
might be an active instance of m executing at any of its program points, and
is bound to the future variable x. An atom of the form x:m̂ differs from the
previous one in that m must be at its exit program point, i.e., has finished
executing already. For method m2 , the local MHP analysis infers, among others,
{x: f̃ } for L16, {x: f̃ , z:g̃} for L18, and {x: f̃ , z:ĝ} for L20 and L21, because g has
been awaited locally. Observe that the sets of L20 and L21 include x: f̃ and not
x: f̂ , although method f has finished already when reaching L20 and L21 (since
g has finished). This information cannot be inferred by the local analysis of [3]
since it is applied to each method separately, ignoring (a) indirect (non-local)
calls and (b) inter-procedural synchronizations. In the sequel we let Ψ` be the
result of the local MHP analysis for program point `.
In the second phase, the analysis of [3] builds an MHP graph whose purpose
is to capture MHP relations due to indirect calls (point (a) above). The graph
G0 depicted in Fig. 2 for m2 is constructed as follows: (1) every program point
` contributes a node labeled with ` – for simplicity we include only program
points of interest; (2) every method m contributes two nodes m̃ and m̂, where
m̃ is connected to all program point nodes of m to indicate that when m is
active, it can be executing at any of its program points, and m̂ is connected
only to the exit program point of m; and (3) if x:m̃ (resp. x:m̂) is an atom of Ψ`
with multiplicity i, i.e., it appears i times in the multiset Ψ` , we create an edge
from ` to m̃ (resp. m̂) and label it with i:x. Note such edge actually represents
i identical edges, i.e., we could copy the edge i times and omit the label i.
Roughly, the MHP pairs are obtained from G0 using the following principle:
program points (`1 , `2 ) might execute in parallel if there is a path from `1 to
`2 or vice versa (direct MHP pair); or if there is a program point `3 such that
there are paths from `3 to `1 and to `2 (indirect MHP pair), and the first edge
of both paths is labeled with two different future variables. When two paths are
labeled with the same future variable, it is because there is a disjunction (e.g.,
from an if-then-else) and only one of the paths might actually occur. Applying
this principle to G0 , we can conclude that L20 cannot execute in parallel with
any program point of g, which is precise as expected, and that L20 can execute
in parallel with L35 which is imprecise. This imprecision is attributed to the fact
that the MHP analysis of [3] does not track inter-method synchronizations.
In order to overcome the imprecision, we develop a must-have-finished analysis that captures inter-method synchronizations, and use it to improve the two
phases of [3]. This analysis would infer, for example, that “when reaching L40,
it is guaranteed that whatever task bound to w has finished already”, and that
“when reaching L20, it is guaranteed that whatever tasks bound to x and z have
finished already”. By having this information at hand, the first phase of [3] can
be improved as follows: when analyzing the effect of await z? at L20, we change
the status of both g and f to finished, because we know that any task bound z
and x has finished already. In addition, we modify the MHP atoms as follows:
an MHP atom will be of the form y:`:m̃(x̄) or y:`:m̂(x̄), where the new infor7

mation ` and x̄ are the calling site and the parameters passed to m. The need
for this extra information will become clear later in this section. In summary,
the modified first phase will infer {x:15: f̃ () } for L16, {x:15: f̃ () , z:17:g̃(x)} for L18,
and {x:15: f̂ () , z:17:ĝ(x)} for L20 and L21.
In the second phase of the analysis: (i) the construction of the MHP graph
is modified to use the new local MHP information; and (ii) the principle used to
extract MHP pairs is modified to make use to the must-have-finished information. The new MHP graph constructed for m2 is depicted in Fig. 2 as G2 . Observe
that the labels on the edges include the new information available in the MHP
atoms. Importantly, the spurious MHP information that is inferred by [3] is not
included in this graph: (1) in contrast to G0 , G2 does not include edges from
nodes 20 and 21 to f̃ , but to f̂ . This implies that L35 cannot run in parallel with
L20 or L21; (2) in G2 , we still have paths from 18 to 35 and 40, which means,
if the old principle for extracting MHP pairs is used, that L35 and L40 might
happen in parallel. The main point is that, using the labels on the edges, we
know that the first path uses a call to f that is bound to x, and that this same x
is passed to g, using the parameter w, in the first edge of the second path. Now
since the must-have-finished analysis tell us that at L40 any task bound w is
finished already, we conclude that f must be at its exit program point when the
execution reaches L40, and thus the MHP pair (35,40) is spurious because L35
is not an exit program point of f . This last point explains why the MHP atoms
are designed to include the actual parameters of method calls.

4

Must-Have-Finished Analysis

In this section we present a novel inter-procedural Must-Have-Finished (MHF)
analysis that can be used to compute, for each program point `, a set of finished
future variables, i.e., whenever ` is reached those variables are either not bound
to any task (i.e., have the default value ⊥) or their bound tasks are guaranteed
to have terminated. We refer to such sets as MHF sets.
Example 2. The following are MHF sets for the program points of Fig. 2:
L58: {}
L2: {x,w,z} L9 : {w} L16: {z} L26: {x,z,w} L32: {x,w} L41: {w} L50: {}
L17: {z} L27: {x,w} L35: {}
L44: {z} L51: {}
L59: {}
L3: {z,w} L10: {}
L11: {}
L18: {} L28: {x,w} L36: {}
L45: {z} L52: {a}
L4: {w}
L12: {x,w} L19: {} L29: {w}
L38: {}
L46: {} L53: {a}
L5: {w}
L14: {x,z} L20: {x,z} L30: {}
L39: {}
L47: {} L54: {a,b}
L6: {w}
L15: {x,z} L21: {x,z} L31: {x,w} L40: {w} L48: {a,z} L55: {a,b}
L7: {}

Here, at program points that correspond to method entries, all local variables
(but not the parameters) are finished since they point to no task. For g: at
L38 and L39 no task is guaranteed to have finished, because the task bound to
w might be still executing; at L40 and L41, since we passed through await w?
already, it is guaranteed that w is finished. For k: at L50 and L51 no task is
guaranteed to have finished; at L52 and L53 a is finished since we already passed
through await a?; and at L54 and L55 both a and b are finished. For m1 : at L12
8

both w and x are finished. Note that w is finished because of await w?, and x is
finished due to the implicit dependency between the termination of x and w.
4.1

Definition of MHF

By carefully examining the MHF sets of Ex. 2, we can see that an analysis that
simply tracks MHF sets would be imprecise. For example, since the MHF set at
L11 is empty, the only information we can deduce for L12 is that w is finished. To
deduce that x is finished we must track the implicit dependency between w and x.
Next we define a more general MHF property that captures such dependencies,
and from which we can easily compute the MHF sets.
Definition 1. Given a program point ` ∈ ppoints(P ), we let F(`) = {f (Si , l) |
S0 ;∗ Si , tsk(tid , l, s) ∈ Si , pp(s) = `} where f (S, l) = {x | x ∈ dom(l), l(x) =
⊥ ∨ (l(x) = tid 0 ∧ tsk(tid 0 , l0 , ) ∈ S)}.
Intuitively, f (S, l) is the set of all future variables, from those defined in l, whose
corresponding tasks are finished in S. The set F(`) considers all possible ways of
reaching `, and for each one it computes a corresponding set f (S, l) of finished
future variables. Thus, F(`) describes all possible sets of finished future variables
when reaching `. The set of all finished future variables at ` is then defined as
mhf(`) = ∩{F | F ∈ F(`)}, i.e., the intersection of all sets in F(`).
Example 3. The values of F(`) for selected program points from Fig. 2 are:
L31: {{w,x,z},{w,x}} L46: {{a,z},{a},{},
L5 : {{w,x,z},{w,z},{w,x},{w}}
{a,b,z},{a,b},{b}}
L11: {{w,x,z},{w,x},{x,z},{z},{x},{}} L32: {{w,x,z},{w,x}}
L35: {{}}
L48: {{a,z},{a,b,z}}
L12: {{w,x,z},{w,x}}
L38: {{w},{}}
L52: {{a},{a,b}}
L20: {{x,z}}
L40: {{w}}
L54: {{a,b}}
L27: {{w,x,z},{w,x}}
L58: {{}}
L30: {{w,x,z},{w,x},{x,z},{x},{z},{}}

In L5 different sets arise by considering all possible orderings in the execution
of tasks f , q and m1 , but mhf(L5) = {w}. Note that for any F ∈ F(11), if w ∈ F
then x ∈ F , which means that if w is finished at L11, then x must have finished.
4.2

An Analysis to Infer MHF Sets

Our goal is to infer mhf(`), or a subset of it, for each ` ∈ ppoints(P ). Note that
any set X that over-approximates F(`), i.e., F(`) ⊆ X, can be used to compute
a subset of mhf(`), because ∩{F | F ∈ X} ⊆ ∩{F | F ∈ F(`)}. In the rest of this
section we develop an analysis to over-approximate F(`). We will use Boolean
formulas, whose models naturally represent MHF sets, and Boolean connectives
to smoothly model the abstract execution of the different instructions.
An MHF state for the program points of a method m is a propositional
formula Φ : Vm 7→ {true, false} of the form ∨i ∧j cij , where an atomic proposition
cij is either x or y → x such that x ∈ Vm ∪ {true, false} and y ∈ Lm . Intuitively,
an atomic proposition x states that x is finished, and y → x states that if y is
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finished then x is finished as well. Note that we do not allow the parameters
of m to appear in the premise of an implication (we require y ∈ Lm ). When Φ
is false or of the form ∨j ∧j xij where xij is a propositional variable, we call
it monotone. Recall that σ ⊆ Vm is a model of Φ, iff an assignment that maps
variables from σ to true and other variables to false is a satisfying assignment
for Φ. The set of all models of Φ is denoted [[Φ]]. The set of all MHF states for
m, together with the formulas true and false, is denoted Am .
Example 4. Assume Vm = {x, y, z}. The Boolean formula x∨y states that either
x or y or both are finished, and that z can be in any status. This information is
precisely captured by the models [[x ∨ y]] = {{x},{y},{x,y},{x,z},{y,z},{x,y,z}}.
The Boolean formula z ∧(x → y) states that z is finished, and if x is finished then
y is finished. This is reflected in [[z ∧ (x → y)]] = {{z}, {z, y}, {z, x, y}} since z
belongs to all models, and any model that includes x includes y as well. The
formula false means that the corresponding program point is not reachable. The
following MHF states correspond to some selected program points from Fig. 2:
Φ12 : w ∧ x Φ27 : w ∧ x Φ31 : w ∧ x Φ35 : true Φ40 : w
Φ48 : a ∧ z Φ54 : a ∧ b
Φ5 : w
Φ58 : true
Φ11 : w→x Φ20 : x ∧ z Φ30 : w→x Φ32 : w ∧ x Φ38 : true Φ46 : z→a Φ52 : a

Note that the models [[Φ` ]] coincide with F(`) from Ex. 3.
Now, we proceed to explain how the execution of the different instructions can
be modeled with Boolean formulas. Let us first define some auxiliary operations.
Given a variable x and an MHF state Φ ∈ Am , we let ∃x.Φ = Φ[x 7→ true]∨Φ[x 7→
false], i.e., this operation eliminates variable x from (the domain of) Φ. Note that
∃x.Φ ∈ Am and that [[Φ]] |= [[∃x.Φ]]. For a tuple of variables x̄ we let ∃x̄.Φ be
¯
∃x1 .∃x2 . . . . .∃xn .Φ, i.e., eliminate all variables x̄ from Φ. We also let ∃x̄.Φ
stand
for eliminating all variables but x̄ from Φ. Note that if Φ ∈ Am is monotone,
and x ∈ Lm , then x → Φ is a formula in Am as well.
Given a program point `, an MHF state Φ` , and an instruction to execute
I` , our aim is to compute a new MHF state, denoted µ(I` ), that represents the
effect of executing I` within Φ` . If I` is skip , then clearly µ(I` ) ≡ Φ` . If I` is an
await x? instruction, then µ(I` ) is x ∧ Φ` , which restricts the MHF state of Φ` to
those cases (i.e., models) in which x is finished. If I` is a call y = m(x̄), where
m is a method with parameters named z̄, and, at the exit program point of m
we know that the MHF state Φ`m holds, then µ(I` ) is computed as follows:
– We compute an MHF state Φm that describes “what happens to tasks bound
to x̄ when m terminates”. This is done by projecting Φ`m onto the method
parameters, and then renaming the formal parameters z̄ to the actual pa¯ ` )[z̄/x̄] , where [z̄/x̄] denotes the renaming.
rameters x̄, i.e., Φm = (∃z̄.Φ
m
– Now assume that ξ is a new (future) variable to which m is bound. Then
ξ → Φm states that “when m terminates, Φm must hold”. Note that it says
nothing about x̄ if m has not terminated yet. It is also important to note
that Φm is monotone and thus ξ → Φm is a valid MHF state.
– Next we add ξ → Φm to Φ` , eliminate (old) y since the variable is rewritten,
and rename ξ to (new) y. Note that we use ξ as a temporary variable just
not to conflict with the old value of y.
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¯ ` )[z̄/x̄]))[ξ/y], and
The above reasoning is equivalent to (∃y.(Φ` ∧ (ξ → (∃z̄.Φ
m
is denoted by ⊕(Φ` , y, Φ`m , x̄, z̄). Note that the use of logical implication →,
to abstractly simulate method calls, allows delaying the incorporation of the
method summary Φm until corresponding synchronization point is reached.
Example 5. Let Φ11 = x → w be the MHF state at L11. The effect of executing
I11 , i.e., await w?, within Φ11 should eliminate all models that do not include
w. This is done using w ∧ Φ11 which results in Φ12 = w ∧ x. Now let Φ29 = w
be the MHF state at L29. The effect of executing the instruction at L29, i.e.,
w=h(x,z), within Φ29 is defined as ⊕(Φ29 , w, Φ48 , hx, zi, ha, bi) and computed as
follows: (1) we restrict Φ48 = a ∧ z to the method parameters ha, bi, which
results in a; (2) we rename the formal parameters ha, bi to the actual ones hx, zi
which results in Φh = x; (3) we compute ∃w.(Φ29 ∧ (ξ → Φh )), which results in
ξ → x; and finally (4) we rename ξ to w which results in Φ30 = w → x.
Next we describe how to generate a set of data-flow equations whose solutions
associate to each ` ∈ ppoints(P ) an MHF state Φ` that over-approximates F(`),
i.e., F(`) ⊆ [[Φ` ]]. Each ` ∈ ppoints(P ) contributes one equation as follows:
– if ` is not a method entry, we generate Φ` =∨{µ(`0 ) | `0 ∈ pre(`)}. This
considers each program point `0 that immediately precedes `, computes the
effect µ(`0 ) of executing I`0 within Φ`0 , and the takes their disjunction;
– if ` is an entry of method m, we generate Φ` = ∧{x | x ∈ Lm }, i.e., all local
variables point to finished tasks (since they are mapped to ⊥ when entering
a method), and we do not know anything about the parameters.
The set of all equations for a program P is denoted by HP .
Example 6. The following are the equations for the program points of m3 :
Φ27 = ⊕(Φ26 , z, Φ36 , hi, hi) ∨ Φ31 Φ28 = Φ27 Φ29 = ⊕(Φ28 , x, Φ59 , hi, hi) Φ31 = w ∧ Φ30
Φ26 = w ∧ x ∧ z
Φ32 = Φ27
Φ30 = ⊕(Φ29 , w, Φ48 , hx, zi, ha, bi)

Note the circular dependency of Φ27 and Φ31 which originates from the corresponding while loop. Recall that m3 is a main method.
The next step is to solve HP , i.e., compute an MHF state Φ` , for each ` ∈
ppoints(P ), such that HP is satisfiable. This can be done iteratively as follows.
We start from an initial solution where Φ` = false for each ` ∈ ppoints(P ). Then
repeat the following until a fixed-point is reached: (1) substitute the current
solution in the right hand side of the equations, and obtain new values for each
Φ` ; and (2) merge the new and old values of each Φ` using ∨. E.g., solving the
equation of Ex. 6, among other equations that were omitted, results in a solution
that includes, among others, the MHF states of Ex. 4. In what follows we assume
that HP has been solved, and let Φ` be the MHF state at ` in such solution.
Theorem 1. For any program point ` ∈ ppoints(P ), we have F(`) ⊆ [[Φ` ]].
In the rest of this article we let mhfα (`) = {x | x ∈ Vm , Φ` |= x}, i.e., the
set of finished future variables at ` that is induced by Φ` . Theorem 1 implies
mhfα (`) ⊆ mhf(`). Computing mhfα (`) using the MHF states of Ex. 4, among
others that are omitted, results exactly in the MHF sets of Ex. 2.
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5

MHP Analysis

In this section we present our MHP analysis, which is based on incorporating
the MHF sets of Sec. 4 into the MHP analysis of [3]. In sections 5.1 and 5.2 we
describe how we modify the two phases of the original analysis, and describe the
gain of precision with respect to [3] in each phase.
5.1

Local MHP

The local MHP analysis (LMHP) considers each method m separately, and for
each ` ∈ ppoints(m) it infers an LMHP state that describes the tasks that
might be executing when reaching ` (considering only tasks invoked in m). An
LMHP state Ψ is a multiset of MHP atoms, where each atom represents a task
and can be: (1) y:`0 :m̃(x̄), which represents an active task that might be at any
of its program points, including the exit one, and is bound to future variable y.
Moreover, this task is an instance of method m that was called at program point
`0 (the calling site) with future parameters x̄; or (2) y:`0 :m̂(x̄), which differs from
the previous one in that the task can only be at the exit program point, i.e., it
is a finished task. In both cases, future variables y and x̄ can be ?, which is a
special symbol indicating that we have no information on the future variable.
Intuitively, the MHP atoms of Ψ represent (local) tasks that are executing in
parallel. However, since a variable y cannot be bound to more than one task at
the same time, atoms bound to the same variable represent mutually exclusive
tasks, i.e., cannot be executing at the same time. The same holds for atoms that
use mutually exclusive calling sites `1 and `2 (i.e., there is no path from `1 and
`2 and vice versa). The use of multisets allows including the same atom several
times to represent different instances of the same method. We let (a, i) ∈ Ψ
indicate that a appears i times in Ψ . Note that i can be ∞, which happens when
the atom corresponds to a calling site inside a loop, this guarantees convergence
of the analysis. Recall that the MHP atoms of [3] do not use the parameters x̄
and the calling site `0 , since they do not benefit from such extra information.
Example 7. The following are LMHP states for some program points from Fig. 2:
L5 : {x:2: f̃ (),z:3:q̃()}
L7 : {x:2: f̃ (),z:3:q̃(),w:6:g̃(x)}
L10: {x:2: f̃ (),z:3:q̃(),w:9:k̃(x,z)}
L11: {x:2: f̃ (),z:3:q̃(),w:6:g̃(x),w:9:k̃(x,z)}
L12: {x:2: f̂ (),z:3:q̃(),w:6:ĝ(x),w:9:k̂(x,z)}
L16: {x:15: f̃ ()}
L18: {x:15: f̃ (),z:17:g̃(x)}
L20: {x:15: f̂ (),z:17:ĝ(x)}

L21: {x:15: f̂ (),z:17:ĝ(x)}
L27: {z:26: f̃ (),(?:28:q̂(),∞),(?:29:ĥ(?,z),∞)}
L29: L27 ∪ {x:28:q̃()}
L30: L29 ∪ {w:29:h̃(x,z)}
L31: {z:26: f̃ (),(?:28:q̂(),∞),(?:29:ĥ(?,z),∞)}
L32: {z:26: f̃ (),(?:28:q̂(),∞),(?:29:ĥ(?,z),∞)}
L44: {}
L46: {z:45:g̃(a)}
L48: {z:45:ĝ(a)}

Let us explain some of the above LMHP states. The state at L5 includes x:2: f̃ ()
and z:3:q̃() for the active tasks invoked at L2 and L3. The state at L11 includes
an atom for each task invoked in m1. Note that those of g and h are bound to the
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same future variable w, which means that only one of them might be executing
at L11, depending on which branch of the if statement is taken. The state at
L12 includes z:3:q̃() since q might be active at L12 if we take the then branch of
the if statement, and the other atoms correspond to tasks that are finished. The
state at L27 includes z:26: f̃ () for the active task invoked at L26, and ?:28:q̂()
and ?:29:ĥ(?,z) with ∞ multiplicity for the tasks created inside the loop. Note
that the first parameter of h is ? since x is rewritten at each iteration.
The LMHP states are inferred by a data-flow analysis which is defined as a
solution of a set of LMHP constraints obtained by applying the following transfer
function τ to the instructions. Given an LMHP state Ψ` , the effect of executing
instruction I` within Ψ` , denoted by τ (I` ), is defined as follows:
– if I` is a call y = m(x̄), then τ (I` ) = Ψ` [y/?] ∪ {y:`0 :m̃(x̄)}, which replaces
each occurrence of y by ?, since it is rewritten, and then adds a new atom
y:`:m̃(x̄) for the newly created task. E.g., the LMHP state of L30 in Ex. 7
is obtained from the one of L29 by adding w:29:h̃(x,z) for the call at L29;
– if I` is await y?, and `0 is the program point after `, then we mark all tasks
that are bound to a finished future variable as finished, i.e., τ (I` ) is obtained
by turning each z:`00 :m̃(x̄) ∈ Ψ` to z:`00 :m̂(x̄) for each z ∈ mhfα (`0 ). E.g., the
LMHP state of L12 in Ex. 7 is obtained from the one of L11 by turning the
status of g, k, and f to finished (since w and x are finished at L12);
– otherwise, τ (I` ) = Ψ` .
The main difference w.r.t. the analysis of [3] is the treatment of await y?: while we
use an MHF set computed using the inter-procedural MHF analysis of Sec. 4,
in [3] the MHF set {y} is used, which is obtained syntactically from the instruction. Our LMHP analysis, as [3], is defined as a solution of a set of LMHP
constraints. In what follows we assume that the results of the LMHP analysis
are available, and we will refer to the LMHP state of program point ` as Ψ` .
5.2

Global MHP

The results of the LMHP analysis are used to construct an MHP graph, from
which we can compute the desired set of MHP pairs. The construction is exactly
as in [3] except that we carry the new information in the MHP atoms. However,
the process of extracting the MHP pairs from such graphs will be modified.
In what follows, we use y:`:m̆(x̄) to refer to an MHP atom without specifying
if it corresponds to an active or finished task, i.e., the symbol m̆ can be matched
to m̃ or m̂. As in [3], the nodes of the MHP graph consist of two method nodes m̃
and m̂ for each method m, and a program point node ` for each ` ∈ ppoints(P ).
Edges from m̃ to each ` ∈ ppoints(m) indicate that when m is active, it can be
executing at any program point, including the exit, but only one. An edge from
m̂ to `m indicates that when m is finished it can be only at its exit program
point. The out-going edges from a program point node ` reflect the atoms of the
LMHP state Ψ` as follows: if (y:`0 :m̆(x̄), i) ∈ Ψ` , then there is an edge from node
` to node m̆ and it is labeled with i:y:`0 :x̄. These edges simply indicate which
tasks might be executing in parallel when reaching `, exactly as Ψ` does.
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Example 8. The MHP graphs G1 , G2 , and G3 in Fig. 2, correspond to methods m1 ,
m2 , and m3 , each analyzed together with its reachable methods. For simplicity,
the graphs include only some program points of interest. Note that the out-going
edges of program point nodes coincide with the LMHP states of Ex. 7.
The procedure of [3] for extracting the MHP pairs from the MHP graph of a
program P , denoted GP , is based on the following principle: (`1 , `2 ) is an MHP
pair induced by GP iff (i) `1 ; `2 ∈ GP or `2 ; `1 ∈ GP ; or (ii) there is
a program point node `3 and paths `3 ; `1 ∈ GP and `3 ; `2 ∈ GP , such
that the first edges of these paths are different and they do not correspond to
mutually exclusive MHP atoms, i.e., they use different future variables and do
not correspond to mutually exclusive calling sites (see Sec. 5.1). Edges with
multiplicity i > 1 represent i different edges. The first (resp. second) case is
called direct (resp. indirect) MHP, see Sec. 3.
Example 9. Let us explain some of the MHP pairs induced by G1 of Fig. 2. Since
11 ; 35 ∈ G1 and 11 ; 58 ∈ G1 , we conclude that (11,58) and (11,35) are
direct MHP pairs. Moreover, since these paths originate in the same node 11,
and the first edges use different future variables, we conclude that (58,35) is an
indirect MHP pair. Similarly, since 11 ; 38 ∈ G1 and 11 ; 50 ∈ G1 we conclude
that (11,38) and (11,50) are direct MHP pairs. However, in this case (38,50) is
not an (indirect) MHP pair because the first edges of these paths use the same
future variable w. Indeed, the calls to g and k appear in different branches of an
if statement. To see the improvement w.r.t. to [3] note that node 12 does not
have an edge to f̃ , since our MHF analysis infers that x is finished at that L12.
The analysis of [3] would have an edge to f̃ instead of f̂ , and thus it produces
spurious pairs such as (12,35). Similar improvements occur also in G2 and G3 .
Now consider nodes 35 and 40, and note that we have 11 ; 35 ∈ G1 and
11 ; 40 ∈ G1 , and moreover these paths use different future variables. Thus,
we conclude that (35,40) is an indirect MHP pair. However, carefully looking at
the program we can see that this is a spurious pair, because x (to which task f
is bound) is passed to method g, as parameter w, and w is guaranteed to finish
when executing await w? at L39. A similar behavior occurs also in G2 and G3 .
For example, the paths 30 ; 58 ∈ G3 and 30 ; 40 ∈ G3 induce the indirect
MHP pair (58,40), which is spurious since x is passed to h at L29, as parameter
a, which in turn is passed to g at L45, as parameter w, and w is guaranteed to
finish when executing await w? at L39.
The spurious pairs in the above example show that even if we used our improved LMHP analysis when constructing the MHP graph, using the procedure
of [3] to extract MHP pairs might produce spurious pairs. Next, we address this
imprecision by modifying the process of extracting the MHP pairs to have an
extra condition to eliminate such spurious MHP pairs. This condition is based
on identifying, for a given path m̆ ; ` ∈ GP , which of the parameters of m are
guaranteed to finish before reaching `, and thus, any task that is passed to m in
those parameters cannot execute in parallel with `.
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Definition 2. Let p be a path m̆ ; ` ∈ GP , z̄ be the formal parameter of m,
and I a set of parameter indices of method m. We say that I is not alive along p
if (i) p has a single edge, and for some i ∈ I the parameter zi is in mhfα (`); or
k:y:`0 :x̄

(ii) p is of the form m̆ −→ `1 −→ m̆1 ; `, and for some i ∈ I the parameter
zi is in mhfα (`1 ) or I 0 = {j | i ∈ I, zi = xj } is not alive along m̆1 ; `.
Intuitively, I is not alive along p if some parameter zi , with i ∈ I, is finished at
some point in p. Thus, any task bound to zi cannot execute in parallel with `.
Example 10. Consider p ≡ g̃ ; 40 ∈ G1 , and let I = {1}, then I is not alive
along p since it is a path that consists of a single edge and w ∈ mhfα (40). Now
consider h̃ ; 40 ∈ G3 , and let I = {1}, then I is not alive along p since I 0 = {1}
is not alive along g̃ ; 40.
The notion of “not alive along a path” can be used to eliminate spurious MHP
pairs as follows. Consider two paths
p1 ≡ `3

i1 :y1 :`01 :w̄

−→

m̃1 ; `1 ∈ GP and p2 ≡ `3

i2 :y2 :`02 :x̄

−→

m̆2 ; `2 ∈ GP

such that y1 6= ?, and the first node after m̃1 does not correspond to the exit
program point of m1 , i.e., m1 might be executing and bound to y1 . Define
– F = {y1 } ∪ {y | Φ`3 |= y → y1 }, i.e., the set of future variables at `3 such
that when any of them is finished, y1 is finished as well; and
– I = {i | y ∈ F, xi = y}, i.e., the indices of the parameters of m2 to which
we pass variables from F (in p2 ).
We claim that if I is not alive along p2 , then the MHP pair (`1 , `2 ) is spurious.
This is because before reaching `2 , some task from F is guaranteed to terminate,
and hence the one bound to y1 , which contradicts the assumption that m1 is not
finished. In such case p1 and p2 are called mutually exclusive paths.
Example 11. We reconsider the spurious indirect MHP pairs of Ex. 9. Consider
first (35,40), which originates from
1:x:2: []
1:w:6: [x]
p1 ≡ 11 −→ f˜ ; 35 ∈ G1 and p2 ≡ 11 −→ g̃ ; 40.

We have F = {x, w}, I = {1}, and we have seen in Ex. 10 that I is not alive
along g̃ ; 40 ∈ G1 , thus p1 and p2 are mutually exclusive and we eliminate this
pair. Similarly, consider (58,40) which originates from
p1 ≡ 30

1:x:28: []

−→

q̃ ; 58 ∈ G3 and p2 ≡ 30

1:w:29: [x,z]

−→

h̃ ; 40.

Again F = {x, w}, I = {1}, and we have seen in Ex. 10 that I is not alive along
h̃ ; 40 ∈ G3 , thus p1 and p2 are mutually exclusive and we eliminate this pair.
Recall that EP is the set of all concrete MHP pairs. Let ẼP be the set of
all MHP pairs obtained by applying the process of [3], modified to eliminate
indirect pairs that correspond to mutually exclusive paths.
Theorem 2. EP ⊆ ẼP .
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6

Conclusions, Implementation and Related Work

The main contribution of this work has been the enhancement of an MHP analysis that could only handle a restricted form of intra-procedural synchronization
to the more general inter-procedural setting, as available in today’s concurrent
languages. Our analysis has a wide application scope on the inference of the main
properties of concurrent programs, namely the new MHP relations are essential
to infer (among others) the properties of the termination, resource usage and
deadlock freedom of programs that use inter-procedural synchronization.
The analysis has been implemented in SACO [2], a S tatic Analyzer for
C oncurrent Objects, which is able to infer deadlock, termination and resource
boundedness of ABS programs [10] that follow the concurrent objects paradigm.
Concurrent objects are based on the notion of concurrently running objects,
similar to the actor-based and active-objects approaches [12, 13]. These models take advantage of the concurrency implicit in the notion of object to provide
programmers with high-level concurrency constructs that help in producing concurrent applications more modularly and in a less error-prone way. Concurrent
objects communicate via asynchronous method calls and use await instructions
to synchronize with the termination of the asynchronous tasks. Therefore, the
abstract model used in Sec. 2 fully captures the MHP relations arising in ABS
programs.
The implementation has been built on top of the original MHP analysis
in SACO. The MHF analysis has been implemented and its output has been
used within the local and global phases of the MHP analysis, which have been
adapted to this new input as described in the technical sections. The remaining
analyses in SACO did not require any modification and now they work for interprocedural synchronization as well. Our method can be tried online at: http:
//costa.ls.fi.upm.es/saco/web by enabling the option Inter-Procedural
Synchronization of the MHP analysis in the Settings section. One can then
apply the MHP analysis by selecting it from the menu for the types of analyses
and then clicking on Apply. All examples used in the paper are available in the
folder SAS15 adapted to the syntax of the ABS language. In the near future, we
plan to apply our analysis to industrial case studies that are being developed in
ABS but that are not ready for experimentation yet.
There is an increasing interest in asynchronous programming and in concurrent objects, and in the development of program analyses that reason on
safety and liveness properties [6]. Existing MHP analyses for asynchronous programs [3, 11, 1] lose all information when future variables are used as parameters,
as they do not handle inter-procedural synchronization. As a consequence, existing analysis for more advanced properties [9, 4] that rely on the MHP relations
do all lose the associated analysis information on such futures. In future work
we plan to study the complexity of our analysis, which we conjuncture to be in
the same complexity order as [3]. In addition, we plan to study the computational complexity of deciding MHP, for our abstract models, with and without
inter-procedural synchronizations in a similar way to what has been done in [5]
for the problem of state reachability.
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